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Abstract
 
Many educatorsfeel multiage,continuous progress education is anidea
 
whosetime hascome. They recognize it asa wayto make education more
 
efficient and effective. It gives administrators and teachers a wayto create schools
 
that actually fit children and the waythey learn rather than requiring children to fit
 
the schools.
 
The goalofthis project isto give interested parents,teachers, principals,
 
and othersa concise,reader-friendly,straightforward description ofmultiage
 
education With so many people asking questions,it is hoped that this project
 
booklet will hetaken home and read in one night. Readers will comeaway with
 
not only the information about multiage grouping,hut also he encouraged to take
 
thejourney fi-om the traditional graded classroom to a multiage setting where
 
learning is built upon each child's natural pattern ofgrowth.
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Introduction
 
In the mid-1800's,the revolutionary idea ofmass public education created
 
the need for an eflScient,economical system Capable ofhandliiig large numbersof
 
students. Graded education - the practice ofclassifying and di\dding students by
 
age-spread rapidly throughoutthe United States and hasremained the standard
 
until the present(Goodlad&Anderson,1987).
 
In the 1990's,educators and citizens are reevaluating their schools and 
proposing reformsto meetthe needsofdiverse social and economic groups. 
Multiage educationis a key componentofmanyreform proposals,including the 
Kentucky Educational Reform Actand the Oregon Educational Actforthe 21st 
Century. ■ , 
Many experimental multiage programstried in the 1960's and early 1970's
 
foiled due to inadequate understanding,lack ofadministrative and community
 
support,and poorly planned implementation. Today's multiage modelis supported
 
by additional decades ofresearch and refined bythe study ofsuccessful programs
 
Multiage education is the practice ofteachingchildren ofdiflFefent ages and
 
ability levels together,without di\dding them(or the curriculum)into stepslabeled
 
by grade designations. Children movefrom easierto more diflScult material at
 
theirown pace,making continuous progress rather than being promoted once per
 
year. Curriculum and teaching practices are developmentally appropriate.
 
Integrated curriculum fosters children's physical,social,emotional,and intellectual
 
growth(Gaustad,1992).
 
Various names have been used to describe this approach,including
 
mixed-age grouping,nongraded education,heterogeneousgrouping,and open
 
education. In some cases,as with Kentucky'sPrimaryProgram,alternative
 
terminology is deliberately used to avoid negative associations with the earlier
 
unsuccessful programs(Robinson-Armstrong, 1992). Multiage education can be
 
used with all agesbutis particularly appropriate during the primary years.
 
A multiage classroom difiFers physicallyfrom a traditional one. Rowsof
 
desksortables do not permanentlyface one direction;instead,tables and chairs are
 
frequently regrouped. "Learning Ceiiters" are scattered around theroom:tables
 
holding math, science,and art materials;asand table with plastic toysfor pretend
 
play;alibrary comer with bean bag chairs and book-filled shelves.
 
Materials are geared toward hands-on learning. For example,instead of
 
learning arithmetic solely from workbooks,children discover basic mathematical
 
relationships by sorting,coimting and measuring real objects.
 
Flexible grouping is a key element ofmultiage education. Students are
 
grouped homogeneously by achievementforsome subjects such asmath and
 
reading. For other subjects childrenleam in heterogeneousgroups. At different
 
times students work independently,in p^s,and inlarge and small groups
 
(Gaustad,1992).
 
Children contributeto group projects according to their skill level. For
 
example,in making booksto display whattheylemnbd aboutatopic,younger
 
children can create illustrations while the older children write the text(Katz,
 
Evangelqu,&Hartman, 1990)
 
Proponentsoftraditional graded education assumethat studentswho are
 
the same age are at basically the samelevelOfcognitive development,can be
 
taughtin the same way,and will progress atthe same rate. Research has
 
discredited some,ifnot all ofthese assumptions(Gaustad,1992).
 
Young children actuallyvary in their rates ofintellectual developmentjust
 
asthqy doin physical development. They often progress at different rates in
 
different areasofachievement and may alternately spurt ahead and hit plateaus
 
rather than moving at a steady pace. Goodlad and Anderson(1987)state,
 
"Children entering the first grade differ in mental age by approximatelyfour full
 
years." Even greater variation may befound in subsequent grades.
 
SwisspsychologistJe^Piaget proposed that yOung children are
 
cognitively notreadyto think abstractly. They learn best through active, hands-on
 
activities with concrete materials. Research on learning hasshown that,whatever
 
the learner's age,information taught in a meaningfiil context is more easily learned
 
than unconnected facts(Gaustad, 1992),and that individuals with different
 
learning styles rely to different degrees on auditory,visual,and kinesthetic cues
 
(Kohlberg, 1968).
 
In its influential position statement,the National Associationforthe
 
Education ofYoung Children(Bredekamp,1987)summarized this accumulated
 
knowledge ofchild development and described appropriate teaching practicesfor
 
primMy-age children. Its list ofdevelopmentally appropriate practices closely
 
matchesthe componentsofmultiage education. Theinappropriate practices it hsts
 
are typical ofmuch oftraditional graded education.It is possiblefora single-grade
 
classroom to bedevelopmentally appropriate.
 
After reviewing studies comparing graded and multiage programs.Miller
 
(1989)concluded that multiage or multigraded classes are as effective as
 
single-grade classes in termsofacademic achievement,and superior in termsof
 
student attitudestoward school and self. Katz et al.(1990)found that
 
participating in mixed-age groups has social and cognitive benefitsfor both older
 
and younger children. Cooperative,prosocial behaviorsincreased and discipline
 
problems were reduced.
 
Manyeducatorsfeel multiage continuous progress is an idea whose time
 
hascome.They recognize it is a wayto make education more efficient and
 
effective. It gives administrators and teachwsa wayto create schoolsthat actually
 
fit children and the waythey learn rather than requiring children to fitthe schools.
 
structure,
 
multiage education is able to build on each child's natural pattern ofgrowth. It
 
focu^son developing strengths rather than recording inadequacies. It celebrates
 
achievement rather than creating failure(Grant&Johnson,1994).
 
Multiage education is nota quickfixfor every educational problem. It will
 
movethose who are ardently committed to its tenets closerto respecting whatis
 
Imown abouthow children grow and develop. It opensupthe possibility ofan
 
educational system that oflfers all children a chanceto experience successin school
 
It reflects the reality that learning is a lifelong pursuit,notjust a school-time
 
activity.
 
Whatare the beliefs about learners and learning ofthose engaged in a
 
multiage classroom? Whatstategies and routines support diversity in a multiage
 
classroom? Whatare sorne possibiUtiesfor creating aeonuhunity wthinfiie
 
classroom? How can instruction be rethoughtso that curriculum is beneficialto
 
learnersofdifferent ages,abilities, and interests? What strategies and ideas are
 
particularly suitablefor educators who work with avride range oflearners? How
 
can parents and colleagues beinvited,informed,and included in the dialogue?
 
Whatare the most-asked questions and concernsofeveryone involved in multikge
 
classrooms?
 
With so many people asking questions about multiage education,this
 
project will enableteachers and parentsto niake sense ofthe many changestaking
 
place in education today. There are many waysthat multiage classes enhance
 
learning for students. Thiscan serve asa starting pointfor(a)teachers who are
 
considering teaching in a multiage classroom for the first time,or(b)teachersin a
 
single-age classroom who are striving to meetthechallenges ofa wide range of
 
skills, abilities,and interests among students,or(c)parents who arethinking of
 
putting their children in a multiage classroom.
 
The goalisto show those interested how successful multiage settings
 
work,not as recipesfor practice,butto demonstrate whata multiage classroom
 
looks like when attention is paid to detail, perspective and decision-making.
 
Changeis challenging. Itis a risk. Is multiage a risk worth taking? Yes!
 
This isthe road schools must and will take. It will bea hard butrewarding
 
journey. It is hoped that this guide will encourage teachers and parentsto take the
 
journey and also provide practical advice asto wherethey can get help along the
 
way.
 
Review ofthe Related Literature
 
Some yearsago as researcher Howard Lane(1947)watched the
 
neighborhood children playing in his back yard,he noted that rivalry,aggression,
 
and lack ofcompromise were often the order ofthe day when allthe children
 
gathered were ofthe same age. It did not matter whetherthat age wasthree,or
 
five,or nine. However,whenthe cluldren who gathered wereofvaried ages,
 
cooperation and consideration predominated.
 
Research often begins withjust such an observation. The researcherthen
 
investigates whether his or her observations or hunches are supported by objective
 
evidence. From such beginnings,a small but growing body ofresearch relevantto
 
multiage classrooms has been conducted. Thefollowing review ofthe research
 
willshow how the practicesand benefits ofa multiage classroom are supported by
 
research. The possible effectsofsame-age and multiage classroomson children's
 
social and cognitive development will be examined,and it will be argued that
 
increased opportunities for children ofdisparate agesto socialize and work
 
together deepen and enhance the effectiveness ofeducational environmentsand
 
strategies.
 
The separation ofchildren into same-age groups has becomesocommon in
 
schools and other settingsthat it isoften taken for granted as partofthe"natural"
 
order ofthings. Separation into strict age groups,however,is mostoften a system
 
oforgani2ation imposed by adults rather than by children(Whiting, 1963).
 
Ellis,Rogofi^ and Cromer(1981)found,upon observing the indoor and outdoor
 
interaction of436 nei^borhood children,that the children could befound in
 
groupsofthe same age only six percent ofthe time. However,groups consisting
 
ofchildren who differed by at least a year in age from one another wereobserved
 
fify-five percentofthe time.
 
Thegrouping ofchildren by a narrow agerange is in all probability a result
 
ofthe widespread concentration oflarge numbersofpeopleinto citiesthrough the
 
process ofindustrialization(Konner,1975). Concurrent with this concentration
 
wasthe developmentofwhatsome have referred to asa"factory" modelof
 
education,whereby children are grouped in waysthat makethe delivery of
 
information cost- and time-efficient(Katz,1993). In some ways children are
 
treated as objects that,when subjected to uniform treatment,will yield(atthe end
 
oftheir education)uniform outcomes This modelofeducation,whenfollowed
 
exclusively,isinconsistent with a wealth ofrecent research on what happensto the
 
developing human brain(Huttenlocher,1990;Kandel&Hawkins,1992)and the
 
landsofeducational strategiesth^bring about optimal learning and development.
 
Nevertheless,a factory modelofeducation,facilitated by single-age
 
grouping,is byfarthe mostcommonfoim ofclassroom organization acrossthe
 
nation. Atthe sametime,children have less accessto children ofdiffering ages
 
oiitside ofschoolthan in times past due to:(a)smallerfamily size,(b)reduced
 
proximity to cousins and other membersofthe extendedfamily,and(c)a
 
sometimes drastic reduction in opportunityfor interaction\wth other cluldren in
 
neighborhood settings.
 
"Doesthis matter?" ask Katzet al.(1990). Urie Bronfenbrenner(1970)
 
suggested morethan thirty years ago that it did matter. Bronfenbrenner argued
 
thatthe United States wasrapidly becoming acountry segregated by age.
 
Referringto both child-adult and child-child relations,Bronfenbrenner suggested
 
that the segregation ofpeople by ages was atthe core of"the breakdown ofthe
 
socialization processin America"(156) WhatBronfenbrenner has pointed to is
 
the much discussed breakdown ofcommunity in many parts ofthe United States.
 
It is possible that manyofthe hardships childrenfacetoday,in their &milies,
 
schools,and neighborhoods,could be dramatically alleviated ifschools could find
 
waysto structure themselvesto support and nurture,rather than undermine,
 
community-to foster community notjust for children,butamong children.
 
Multiage grouping is one such strategy.
 
Multiage grouping is an educational stategy that has a solid history in American
 
education(Goodlad&Anderson,1959,1987). It is also an eductdional strategy
 
that continuesto gather credibility asthepry(Piaget,1977;Vygotsky,1878)and
 
education research(Brown&Palincsar, 1989)accumulate on the learning process
 
and its neurological correlatesin thedevelopment and morphology ofthe human
 
brain(Huttenlocher,1990;Kandel&Hawkins,1992;Squire, 1992). Itis a
 
strategy thatfosters the social,emotional,intellectual,and spiritual growthof
 
children. Multiage grouping is a strategy,in other words,that can help empower
 
schoolsto do whatthey were and are intended to do;educate.
 
Social Development
 
There is increasing evidencethat relationships with peers playacentral and
 
necessary part ina child's social developmentand future well being. Children who
 
do not experience adequate social interaction in cUldhood are at risk for serious
 
diflBculties later in life including increased participation in crime,illegitimate
 
pregnmicy,depression,and school dropout(Parker&Asher, 1987). Hartup
 
(1983)and Goldman(1986)haye pointed to the possibility that what is learned
 
socially in multiage groups differsfrom thatle^ed in same-age groups,and that
 
each type ofgroup contributesto the child's developmentin unique ways. That is,
 
each may meeta variety ofdifferent needsand contribute to the developmentof
 
different social capacities Same-age groups,for example,appearto foster the
 
developmentofplayfulness,fnendship capacities,and aggression(Whiting&
 
Whiting, 1975). Children's exposureto others youngerthan themselves,onthe
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other hand,elicits greater ratesofprosocial behaviorsincluding practice in
 
parenting,caretaldng behavior,and altruism(Whiting&Whiting, 1975;Lamb,
 
1978;Goodall, 1986;Zahn-Waxler,Friedman&Cummings,1983).
 
Prosocial behaviorsinclude helping,sharing cooperating and caring for or
 
taking responsibility for another(^dke-Yarrow,Zahn-Waxler,&Chapman,
 
1983). It is commonlyand rightly assumed that the quality ofnurturing a child
 
receivesfrom his or her primary caregivers significantly influencesthe development
 
ofthe child's ovm capacitiesfor prosocial conduct(Radke-Yarrow et al. 1983).
 
The multiage classroom can offer children the opportunityto practice prosocial
 
behaviors.
 
Theimportance of"practice" asa variable in the developmentofprosocial
 
behaviorssuch as helping and cooperating has not been examined extensively.
 
However,it is reasonable to expect that prosocial behavior,like most other
 
behaviors,must be practiced to belearned well. Ifchildren are given little
 
opportunityto carefor othersthroughouttheir childhood,it seemsunhkelythat
 
the dispositions and skills required to respond adequatelyto the needs ofothers
 
will magically appear when they reach adulthood.
 
In Raising Good Children.Lickona(1983V suggeststhat in some re.spects
 
society has structured out naturally occurring opportunitiesfor children to help
 
one another. Research indicates that this is indeed the case. Forexample.
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Radke-Yarrow&Zahn-Waxler(19S6)note that attentive ^ flfin preschools
 
frequently step in with their own help before children have an opportunityto help
 
one another.
 
"Butcan children learn to carefor each otherjust as well with friends and
 
classmatesofthe same age?" Teachersand parents often answerthat question
 
positively or negatively. The evidence does not suggest that same-age mates do
 
not behave prosociallytoward one another(McClellan,1991),but it hasbeen
 
demonstrated that older children are more likely to behave nurturingly toward
 
younger children than they aretowardstheir agemates(Whiting&Whiting, 1975).
 
This may occurfortwo reasons. First,the physical appearance or"babyness"of
 
young children is more likelyto make older children feel nurturing toward a child
 
younger than themselves(Whiting&Whiting,1975). Second,younger children
 
are morelikely to adcolder ratherthan same-age or younger peersfor help
 
(Whiting&Whiting, 1975;McClellan,1991). This is truefor several reasons
 
including that a younger child recognizesthat an older child can often more
 
realistically provide the help needed.
 
Similarly,teachersin multiage classes maybe more likely to ask children to
 
help one anotherthan teachersin same-age classrooms. Ateacherin a multiage
 
class can genuinely usethe help ofthe five- and six-year-olds in suchtasks as
 
tryingto geteveryone(including thetwo-and three-year-olds)readyto go outside
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or downfor a nap. There is agood deal an eight-year-old can dothat a
 
five-year-old cannotdo,whereas a whole classroom ofsame-age five-year-olds
 
may have less opportunity and ability to help one another. Ridgeway and Lawton
 
(1965)found that younger children in multiage classrooms were noticeably less
 
dependentonthe teachersthan in the same-age classes wherethe teacher wasthe
 
only person ofgreater maturity.
 
Ifchildren in same-age classrooms havefewer natural and genuine
 
opportunitiesto behave prosocially,there isevidence thatthese behaviors do not
 
mature and may even decrease. Knight and Kagan(1977)foimd that children's
 
behaviorsincreased in rivalry and decreased in altruism and cooperation asthey
 
progressed through elementary school. In areview ofpublished research,
 
Radke-Yarrow et al.(1983)found that only about halfofthe studies on altruism
 
show predicted increasesin altruism with age. One possible explanationforthese
 
unexpected decreasesin altruism with age isthat current structuralfactorsin many
 
classrooms and in American society tend to reverse biological tendenciestoward
 
increased altruism with age. One such structuralfactor may bethe age
 
composition ofmost American classrooms,the vast majority ofwhich are
 
composed ofsame-aged children.
 
The above research showing decreasesin altruism can be contrasted with
 
anecdotal(Bronfenbrenner,1970)and empirical findings(Whiting&Whiting,
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1975)in that the capacityfor prosocial behavior increases with age in countries
 
where children are given the opportunity and expected to help in the care of
 
younger children. Whiting and Whiting,for example,studied children in six
 
countriesincluding the United States, Africa,and the Philippines. Theyfound that
 
children who were responsible for helping with the care ofyounger siblings were
 
significantly more altruistic than children who did not have significant
 
responsibilityfor younger siblings. In a study that is also relevantto this point,
 
Bathurst(1933)found that children who had responsibilityfora pet showed more
 
sympathetic responsesto other children than children who did not have
 
responsibility for a pet. Children,like adults,gain self-confidence and feelingsof
 
self-worth through opportunities to contribute meaningfiiUy to their environment
 
and other people(Katz et al. 1990).
 
Even ifateacher is skilled in helping children ofthe same agelearn to help
 
and carefor one another,the qualityofthe care same-age children provide one
 
another may be ofa different naturethan prosocial behavior between children of
 
differing ages. Youniss(1980)found that the characteristics ofkindness
 
distributed from adult to child,child to child,or child to adult differed from one
 
another. A notable differencewasthe expectation among children that kindness
 
between children ofroughly equivalent age would be reciprocated. The prosocial
 
interation among age-mates,in other words,is ofa more contractual nature-"you
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scratch my back,I will scratch yours". While notin any way negating the
 
importance ofrelationships based on such parity, prosocial behavior among
 
children ofdififering ages may be closerto thatfound between adult and child,
 
where"repayment"in kind is not expected Multiage interaction,in other words,
 
may help children movebeyond the contractual stage ofmoral development
 
(Kohlberg,1968)and preparethem more adequately forfiiture adult rolessuch as
 
parenting.
 
Researchers haveshown that how well a child is liked byother children,or
 
the"sociometric status",is afmrly accurate wayofidentifying children who might
 
be at risk for a variety ofserious social problemslater in their lives(Parker&
 
Asher, 1987). There is also evidence thatthe quality ofyoung children's social
 
competence accurately predicts academic as well as social competence in later
 
^ades. The risksin adolescence amd adulthood include academic^ure,dropping
 
out ofschool,criminal involvement/and depression(Kupersmidt,1983;Cowai,
 
Pederson,Bibigian,Izzo&Trost,1973;Parker& Asher,1987).
 
Some research suggeststhat children experience greater isolation in
 
same-age than in multiage classrooms(Adams,1953;Zerby,1961). Other
 
research findings suggest that whean classrooms are madeup ofchildren who are
 
highly similarto one another,there are social "stars"in the classroom,but also
 
more children who are rejected and/or neglected bytheir peers(Rosenholtz&
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Simpson,1984). Thusafew popular children may experience morefriendship bids
 
than they can reciprocate,while otherchildren are actively rejectedor left outof
 
theloop altogether. McClellan(1991)compared multi^e clasisrooms composed
 
ofpreschool children with same-age classrooms Ofpreschoolchildren and found
 
similar tendencies.
 
The children's acceptance by Others is vital to their opportunitytoleam the
 
kind ofsocial skills that enhance theirfuture capacitytomake positive
 
contributions to their personal and professional communities. It is also an
 
important keyto cognitive development(Chase&Doan,1994).
 
Aggression among children,teenagers,and adults is a problem ofmajor
 
and growing propoitionsinthe United States Although the complete absence of
 
the expression ofaggression,particularly playfijl aggression,in chil(h"en's
 
relationships is probably not desirable(Pellegrini, 1989),research suggeststhat
 
typicallevels ofaggression far exceed whatis considered optimal(Magid&
 
McKelvey,1987;Ziglw,Taussig,&Black,1992). It has been argued thatthe
 
concentration ofsame-age peers is a majorfactor in the extremely high incidence
 
ofaggressive,anti-social,and destructive acts in United States society
 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1970).
 
Research tendsto supportBfonfenbreimer's argument In an international
 
study,for example.Whiting and Whiting(1975)found that children were more
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likely to behave aggressively with same-age peersthan with peers who differed in
 
age by a year or more. McGlellan(1991)compm-ed teacher ratingsofaggression
 
levelsin seventeen multiage preschool classrooms with those ofeighteen same-age
 
preschool classrooms. Findingsindicated significantly higher levels ofaggression
 
in the same-age classrooms.
 
Some might speculate,however,that aggression among multiage groupsof
 
children could be equalto oreven greaterthan aggression among some-age
 
groups. It mightbe argued that someolder,bigger children would tend to bully
 
younger children. Gould the presence ofolder bullies lead to higher levels of
 
aggressionin multiage classrooms? Whatmightaccountforthelower levels of
 
aggression in the multiage classroomsnoted byinvestigators above?
 
Studiesinvolving East Afiican children(Whiting&Edwards,1988)
 
distinguish between the distribution ofaggressive versusdominant behaviors.
 
Older children did tend to dominate their younger peers,butth^were also very
 
nurturing. Dominance,in other words,included nurturance and prosocial
 
behavior. Pure aggression,onthe other hand,wasseen more firequently among
 
same-age peersin a constellation ofbehaviorsthatincluded rough-arid-tumble
 
play,teasing,and insulting.
 
Stright and French(1988)observed the leadership behavior ofmixed-age
 
groupsofchildren sevento eleven years old who were given the task ofaccurately
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ordering sets ofpictures. Older children in the mixed-age groups demonstrated
 
sophisticated leadership capacities by soliciting individual and group preferences
 
and organizing the statements and behaviors ofthe younger children. The
 
leadership ofthe older children wassldllfuly facilitative rather than crudely
 
dominating or bulljdng. Others have reported similar findings(Graziano,French,
 
Brownell,&Hartup,1976;French,Wass,Stright,&Baker,1986).
 
The psychological tollforlow Status in as^e-^esgroup may also be
 
greaterthan in a multiage group. To below child inthe pecking order inagroup
 
offive-to seven-year-olds maybe at timesimcomfortable,butthe child knowsthat
 
intwo years his or her place in the hierarchy vrill change. Children in the same-age
 
class,on the other hand,maybe more likelyto regard their status as a stable
 
reflection oftheir worth and acceptance(Chase&Doan,1994).
 
There is also evidencethat children preferto betaught by children older
 
than themselves rather than by children their same age,and preferto teach children
 
youngerthan themselves(Allen&Feldman,1976;French, 1984;McClellan,
 
1991). Again this may be,in part,because older children can more comfortably
 
establish dominance Over younger children and,further,because younger children
 
can more comfortably yield to the dominanceofan older child withoutthe lossof
 
face that might accompany submission to asame-age peer. In summary,it has
 
been suggested that multiage grouping mayfoster leadership among children that
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is more confident,skilled,and nurturing than leadership efforts exclusively among
 
same-age peers.
 
Cognitive Development
 
Multiage grouping is an educational strategy that promotesthe
 
developmentofafuller range ofthe child's social skills, which are criticalto the
 
child's current and fiiture well being. However,the child's ability to work asa
 
team member,to cooperate with others,to help and take turns with others,and to
 
provide leadership is more than a set ofsocial skills,however beneficial these skills
 
in-and-ofthemselves might be.
 
There is evidence to suggest that cognition in higher level mammals,
 
including humans,may have evolved to a significant extent as an evolutionary
 
adaptation to social complexity(Humphrey,1976). Further,there is evidence that
 
the growing child's social interaction is importantin the developmentofhis or her
 
cognitive abilities(lizard, 1986). Social cognition may,in other words,lay the
 
foundationfor cognition in general within boththe developmentofthe individual
 
person and the genetic heritage ofthe species(Chance&Mead,1953;Humphrey,
 
1976;Jolly, 1966;Tizard, 1986). Ifthis is the case, mixed-agegroups might be
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looked at as providing the child with a rich and complex social environmentthat
 
contributesto greater social facility, as well asto^eater cognitive facility.
 
Empirical findings supportthe supposition that children's opportunitiesto
 
interact wth more advanced and less advanced peers strenghtens their cognitive
 
skills. Behaviors elicited in younger children when relating to peers olderthan
 
themselvesinclude more mature and cognitively complex play(Goldman,1986;
 
Mounts&Roopnarine,1987;Howes&Farver, 1987). Shatzand Gelman(1973),
 
for example,found that the speech oftwo-year-olds wassignificantly more
 
complex when they were speaking with four-year-oldsthan when they were
 
speaking with other two-year-olds.
 
Mountsand Roopnarine(1987)looked atthe play patternsofthree and
 
four-year-old children in same-age versus multiage classrooms. They observed
 
two classrooms ofthree-year-olds,two classroomsoffour-year-olds,andtwo
 
classrooms ofthree and four-year-olds. Theres^chersfound thatthe age
 
composition ofpreschool classrooms did affectthe social-cognitive play patterns
 
ofthe three-year-olds.In particular,three-year-olds in multiage classrooms were
 
more likely to engage in morecomplex modesofplay than three-year-oldsin
 
same-age classrooms. Brownell(1990)alsofound that pairing older and younger
 
children led to more complex modesofplay asthe children actively adjusted their
 
behaviorto that ofothers Further,the older child in thegroups made more
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complex and frequent social overturesto their younger partnersthan to their
 
same-age peers.
 
Piaget(1977)argued thatthe most critical resourceforthe child's
 
advanced cognitive developmentis interaction with peers. The child's opportunity
 
to argue or debate with peers requiresa decentering,a capacity to understand
 
one'sown thinking,and,at the sametime,the thinking ofothers. Piaget observed
 
that it is with peers,rather than adults,thatthe child is most deeply challenged in
 
his or her beliefsystems. This is because ofthe more orless equalfooting of
 
peers,which frees childen to more actively confront both their own ideas^well as
 
the ideas ofothers.
 
The drawback to direct instruction,or even lessformalinteraction with
 
adult teachers,is the tendencyforthe children to prematurely acquiesce(Brown&
 
Palincsar, 1989;Kamii,1973),thus precluding the children's deeper consideration
 
ofpotential differences in theirown view ofthings and that oftheir teachers.
 
Ample research(Johnson,Johnson,Johnson-Holubee,8cRoy,1984;Johnson,
 
1991;Ames,1992)demonstratesthat children think more,learn more,remember
 
more,take greater pleasure in learning,spend moretime on task,and are more
 
productivein classes that emphasizelemiing in well-implemented cooperative
 
groupsthan in individualistic or competitive structures. Cooperative groups are
 
not conflict-free,however.Rather,consistent with the flndinjgs ofPiaget,they are
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places where peerscometo deeper understandings by hearing the viewsofothers,
 
expressing their own views,and making cognitive accommodationsto sjmthesize
 
the diversity ofopinion. Pi^et(1977)madeaconvincing casethat conflict among
 
children who are notah^d to take on one anotheris centralto advanced levels of
 
cognitive development. However,this doesnot necessarily lead to the conclusion
 
that classrooms set up exclusively with same-age peers are best at providing
 
opportunitiesfor optimal levelsofcognitive conflict between peers. Murry(1982)
 
found that when each child feels he or she has a valid,though different hypothesis
 
from peers,the necessary conditions are presentfor fruitful intellectual interaction.
 
In children who aretoo similarin their thinking there maybe little to debate
 
about,little cognitive adjustment that either child needsto make. Shatzand
 
Gelman(1973),looking at veihal communication between children ranging from
 
threeto four,found thatthe closer children were in age,thefewer adjustments the
 
speaker madeto the listener. In a related experiment on children's development of
 
moralreasoning,Turiel and Rothman(1972)found thatthe maximum changein
 
children's reasoning occurred when the argumentsthat were pitched to them were
 
about one stage higherthan their current level ofmoralreasoning(Kohlberg,
 
1980). Arguments pitched two stagesor more abovethe child's current reasoning,
 
as well asarguments pitched to the child's current level,were less effective.
 
Further,ifan entire group ofchildren aretoo close in age,the competition
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for dominance maylead to far more social conflictthan is optimalfortheir social
 
or cognitive development. In a related argument.Palmer(1987)suggests thatthe
 
conflict necessaryfor optimal intellectual developmentcan only occur within a
 
community,so that those interacting willtake the timeto fiiUy consider one
 
another's position,as well astake the emotional risks necessaryfor the kind of
 
deep engagementthatleadsto real intellectual work. Research onthe greater
 
teaching effectiveness ofthose older peers who areintimatesto the younger child,
 
such asolder sibfings(Azmitia&Hesser,1993),reinforcesthe significance of
 
Palmer's observations abouttheimportance ofcommunityto intellectual
 
development.
 
Theincreased cooperation and acceptancefound in multiage grouping,
 
strengthensthelikelihood tlmt a strong and trusting classroom community wiU
 
develop. In other words,multiage grouping strengthenscommunity,community
 
strengthens trust,and trust strengthensthe courage needed to engage in deep
 
debate with others.
 
It is notlikemindedness,then,that leads to maximum cognitive
 
development. Nor are large gapsin age,maturity,or skill levelslikely to foster
 
cognitive development. Rather,ma^mum cognitive developmentoccurs when
 
there is an optimal difference amongthose in interaction. Further,when a positive
 
social climate is developed in ways suggested bythe research already reviewed,the
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sense ofcommunitythat develops also promotescognitive development. Such
 
conditions are nourished bythe multiage classroom.
 
The benefits ofmultiage grouping to children who are the younger or
 
in-between-aged membersofthe group seem consistent with an intuitive
 
understanding ofthe social and cognitive advant^esofa mixed-age grouping.
 
However,parents often worry abouttheir child's continued progress as he or she
 
becomesoneofthe older children in a multiage classroom. Although these fears
 
usually evaporatewhen p^entss^a well'-implemented multiage classroom,this
 
concern deserves special attention.
 
Many people assummethat older children will get bored orend up
 
spending their time helping the younger children instead oflearning, and that only
 
the younger students will benefit from the multiage class arrangement. When
 
attention isfocused on individual talents and abilities, however,children tend not
 
to be categorized by age but rather by who can do what needsto be done right
 
now. Five-year-olds can help eight-year-olds Organize equipnient and eight year
 
olds can help ten-year-olds edit their writing drafts. Children in such learning
 
situations cometo appreciate the talents that exist within the group regardless of
 
age And while it is true that older children work with the younger children,this
 
givesthem opportunitiesfor leadership and for practicing their sldlls with a real
 
audience(Politano &I)avies,1994).
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Itis possible that older children who experience social difficulties may be
 
helped by the multiage classroom beforeformal intervention becomes necessiuy.
 
Lougeeand Graziano(1985)observed that children who are given opportunitiesto
 
provideleadership for younger children ttot only assist the teacherin reminding
 
younger Students ofclassroom procedures,but alsotend toimprove theirown
 
behavior.
 
Furman,Rahe,and Hartup(1979)found that withdrawn children made
 
significant and lasting increases in prosocial behavior when paired with a child
 
several years youngerthan themselves: Suomiand Harlow(1975)realized similar
 
results with rhesus monkeyswho had been isolated from birth and were
 
rehabilitated using normal monkeysthree months younger than themselves. The
 
use ofthe younger monkeyswasfound to befar superiorto anyotherform of
 
rehabihtation. The dramatic rehabiltatiVe potential ofpairing older children with
 
younger ones may alsobeinterpreted asan argumentfortheimportance of
 
mixed-age interaction in preventing serious social dysfunction before it hasan
 
opportunity to take root.
 
French et al (1986),whoexamined leadership behavior in seven-through
 
eleven-year-old children assigned to mixed-age orsame-age triads,found thatthe
 
older group membersofmixed-age groupsincreased their organizational behavior
 
and solicitations ofopinion,but exhibited less opinion-giving than their same-age
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counterpartsin homogeneousage groups. Eleven-year-oldsin a multiage group
 
were,in other words,more sophisticated and thoughtfulin their leadership v^dien
 
they were with younger children,than were eleven-year-oldsin same-age groups.
 
Asteachers often have noted,in the process ofteaching one also
 
consolidates and deepens one'sown understanding. Likewise,children whotutor
 
another child have beenfound to increase the depth and organization oftheir own
 
knowledge(Bargh&Shul, 1980). Katzet al.(1990)suggestthata similar
 
phenomenon occurs as older children help and instruct younger children in the
 
social conventionsofcommunity life.
 
Conclusion
 
There are many unanswered questions related to multiage grouping. Just
 
assame-age and mixed-age relationshipstend to elicit and reinforce different social
 
and cognitive skills, it might be expected thatthe degree ofdifference in^e
 
betweentwo children would also influence the kindsofskills their interaction
 
reinforces. It might also be expected that children at particular ages would be
 
especially likely to evoke particular responsesin most social partners. It is known,
 
for example,that infants elicit a strong nurturing responsefrom all age groups.
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Other questions abound and includethefollowing(Kat2et al. 1990):What
 
isthe optimum age rangefora multiage classroom? Whatisthe best proportion of
 
olderto younger children in aclassroom? What proportion oftime oughtto be
 
spent in a multiage setting? Whatshould the curriculum in a multiage setting look
 
like? These and many other question are intriguing and need fiirther investigation.
 
Multiage groups usually include same-age peers,with whom skills unique
 
to same-age interaction can be practiced,while same age-groups,by definition,do
 
notinclude mixed-age peers. The benefits ofchildren's relationships with other
 
children ofthe same age,then,is assumed to be ofgreat value and is not at issue.
 
Rather,at issue isthe disproportionately large amountoftime most children spend
 
in same-age groupingsin traditional classroom settings and the resulting impacton
 
their social and cognitive development.
 
Support has been presented forthe argumentthat notonly do same-age
 
and multiage interactions develop different social capacitiesin the child,butthat
 
each is indispensable to the child's full social and cognitive development. As
 
formalstructures and socializing agentstake over what wasonce an informal
 
network ofmultiple socializing agentsofdiverse ages,it isimportant that
 
Structures be created that are capable ofeliciting those kinds ofsocial and
 
cognitive skills and dispositions that are desired in children.
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Noone would argue the importance ofprotein in the child's diet. And yet
 
few parents willinglyfeed their children a one-dimensionsal dietcomposed
 
exclusively ofmeat^ for example. A variety ofnutrients is critical tothe hedth and
 
survival ofthe physical organism. Theresearch reviewed here suggeststhat a
 
multidimensional social,emotional,and cognitive environmentis noless criticalto
 
children's social and intellectual health. Multiage grouping isakey strategyfor
 
ensuring that children receive afull range ofsocial and cognitive experience.
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Goals arid Objectives
 
The goalofthis projectisto give interested parents,teachers,principals,
 
school board members and othersa concise,reader-fiiendly,straightforward
 
description ofmultiage education. With so manypeople asking questions,it is
 
hoped that this booklet will be something that can betaken home and read in one
 
night. Readers will comeaway with not onlyinformation about multiage
 
grouping,but also a sense ofoptimism aboutthe potential benefitsofthisform of
 
education to students at all levels. To accomplish thisgoal,I have created seven
 
specific objectives.
 
The first objective is to articulate the philosopy ofmultiage education and
 
what is believed about learners and learning.
 
The second objective is to describe waysthat multiage classrooms
 
acknowledge and plan for diversity. Gurricular expectations will be addressed in a
 
range ofactivities sufiBcient to appealto and be beneficialto different ages,
 
interests,learning styles and rates.
 
Objective three will be to exemplify some waysacommunity oflearners
 
maybe created so that each learner is supported and nurturing relationships are
 
built among individuals in a classroom.
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Objectivefour will beto describe many different ways student strengths,
 
achievement,abililties and future learning needsare discovered. Assessment and
 
evaluation stategies that provideforarange ofabilities, stages ofdevelopment and
 
levels ofimderstanding will be examined.
 
Objective five is to suggest waystoinform,invite and include learners,
 
colleagues and parentsinto thecommunity ofa multiage classroom so that
 
understanding and supportis gained. This will lead to the comfort and security
 
needed to take risksfor learning.
 
Objective six will beto give answersto those questions which are most
 
frequently asked ofpeople who work within theframework ofa multiage setting.
 
Listening to understand and then working togetherto address concernslead to
 
better learningfor students and a stronger communityfor all.
 
Objective seven will beto provide alist ofresources which shall include
 
multiage organizations,a newsletter,books,pamphlets,articles,and audio/visual
 
wherethose interested can find moreinformation.
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Design ofthe Project
 
The projectwill consist ofsix chapters,onefor each ofthe first six
 
objectives.
 
Chapter one will define multiage classrooms and their advantages. The
 
conditions needed for helping children become lifelong learners- active,
 
independent,and self-regulating individuals- will be discussed.
 
Chaptertwo will outlinethe possibilitiesfor planning and shaping a whole
 
range ofactivities sufficientto appealto different ages,interests,learning styles,
 
and rates. It will discuss a balance between active and quietlearning times,
 
between large and small groups and working individually,and between
 
mini-lessons,guided practice,and fi'ee exploration.
 
Chapterthree will describe some waysthat help make a group of
 
individuals into a supportive learning community. Tobe discussed will be routines
 
that will facilitate rather than interefere with building positive relationships,sharing
 
decision making with children,thingsthat are doneto help children learn about and
 
appreciate one another's talents,and processesfor problem solving.
 
Chapterfour will provide some new strategiesfor assessing,evaluating,and
 
reporting learning that are particularly suitablefor educators who work with a
 
wide range oflearners.
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Chapterfive will suggest wajrsto workalongside parents and colleagueson
 
behalfofchildren so that all will benefit. This will promote shared understanding
 
oftheintentions and purposesofthe multiage setting and enhancethe possibility of
 
the goals being achieved.
 
Chapter six will list and answersomeofthe questions about multiage
 
classes that arise again and again.
 
Appendix A will provide a list ofresoures which shall include multiage
 
organizations,a newsletter,books,pamphlets,articles,and audio/visual where
 
those interested in fiirther information can gofor help.
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Chapter One
 
The Multiage Classroom
 
Whatis a Multiage Class?
 
Throughoutthe United States and Canada,multiage programs are
 
increasing. Some arejusttwo or three classrooms,while Othersinvolve the whole
 
school In some places,such as British Columbia and Kentucky,multiage has been
 
mandated for a whole province or state.
 
A multiage class is defined as a classcomposed ofchildren ofdifferent ages
 
intentionally grouped for learning. Thefact that such grouping is deliberate is
 
important. Often a single classrophx is createdfor economic reasons,as,for
 
example,when a second and tWrd grade class is combined becausethe schooldoes
 
not have sufficent children or teachereto create one class ofeach grade level. In
 
this case,the teacher treatsthe group astwo classes,each with difterent curricula.
 
This is not considered a multiage classroom by virtue pfits accidental grouping.
 
The multiage modelexplored here is a single leamihg communitythat
 
becomesa cooperative,supportive,developmental unit. It is basically a classroom
 
ofchildren who representtwo or more age or grade levels;it mayinclude some
 
siblings;and it is a heterogeneousgroup ofchildren representing the intellectual,
 
cultural,and economic profile ofthe school.It is arandom,balanced grouping
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from the school population,created with the support ofthe administration and
 
participating teacher orteachers,the consentofthe parents,and the best
 
educational interests ofthe children in mind
 
Multiage classes are more thanjust a wayoforganizing,however.They are
 
a reflection ofthe understanding ofhow children learn and ofhow teachers can
 
provide effective learning environments. Multiage classrooms personify education
 
at its bestin that they represent:(a)collaborative classrooms where communities
 
ofreaders and writers work togetherto make and share meaning regardless ofage,
 
(b)noncompetitive classrooms where learning is the realfocus ofschooling,and
 
(c)authentic learning environments,which truly respect children,their interests,
 
needs,backgrounds,learning styles, personalities,and concerns.
 
WhyHave Multiage Classes?
 
Multiage classes give each child an opportunity to associate and work with
 
others on the basis ofskills, abilities,interests, personality,and age. Multiage
 
classrooms provide children with greater opportunitiesfora wider range of
 
relationships and social experiences^d therefore promote developmentoftheir
 
social skills and cooperative behaviors The varied levels ofsocial and emotional
 
developmentfound among children ofdifferent ages meanthey can be both
 
supported by and supportive ofone another.
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Whenthe age range among a group ofchildren is increased so isthe range
 
ofdevelopment. Children begin to see themselves and others more realistically as
 
they cometo appreciatethe diversity oftalents, skills, and abilities oftheir
 
classmates. Thisleads children to use more appropriate and varied criteria than
 
just age as a basisfor building relationships and learning from one another.
 
Multiage classestake the focus offmeeting the needsofa group ofchildren
 
and instead challenge the teacherto meetthe needsofindividual learners.
 
Multiage classes are sometimes called family groupings. Just asafamily
 
gains strength from the range oftalents and interests ofits members,the multiage
 
classis enriched bythe diversity ofthe class members.
 
Multiage classes encourage intentionally diverse communitiesoflearners in
 
which differences in individual strengths,needs,and learning styles complement
 
rather than divide. Multiage classes are more likely to reflect the range ofsocial
 
situations in which individuals will find themselvesthroughouttheir lifetime.
 
Multiage classes increase a school's ability to place each child in the most
 
positive learning environment possible because ofan increased range ofpossible
 
classroom organizations. Having multiage classes does notmean that single-age
 
classes are no longer an option. Schools meetthe greatest rangeofstudent needs
 
when they offer choicesto students,parents,and teachers.
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Whatis Believed AboutLearners and Learning?
 
Bythetime children cometo schoolthey are highly effective learners.
 
They havelearned to understand and speak the language that is spoken in their
 
!home;they have classified thousandsuponthousandsofitemsand eventsin their
 
effortsto make sense oftheir surroundings;theyhave developed excellent
 
interpersonal skills,and,to get whatthey want,mostofthem have become very
 
adept at manipulating the people around them.
 
When wereflect uponthe magnitude ofthelearning that babies accomplish
 
in afew short years,we may overlook thatthey do so without readiness tests,
 
special lessons,or examinations. Babies'learning seemsto unfold so easily and
 
naturally that in everyday situations werarely stop to examinejust how they
 
proceed to acquire somany skills and so much knowledge. In fact,when children
 
enter school,we all to often act asifthey did notknow much aboutlearning and
 
had to betaken firmly in hand in orderto makethem start the serious business.
 
The multiage philosophy impliesthat learning begins where the child is and
 
movesforward asthe child is able. Thefollowing principles are thefoundation of
 
whatis believed aboutlearners and learning:
 
1.A child learns asatotal person. Knowledge and skills must belearned
 
through all areas- physical,social,emotional,and intellectual -to help children
 
learn how to learn and to establish thefoundationfor continuouslifelong learning.
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2. Children grow through similar stages ofdevelopment,but at different
 
rates and in different styles. Every child is unique. Different levels ofdevelopment
 
and understanding affect every learning task. Children must be allowed to move at
 
theirown pacein acquiring basic academic skills. Most willleam these in their
 
own time bythe age ofseven or eight
 
3.The way children feel aboutthemselves and their sense ofcompetence in
 
learning impacts every learning act; The waya child receivesinfonnation maybe
 
asimportantto learning astheinformation received. Methods,climate,
 
atmosphere,and teacher attitude all aflfqct the child's self-esteem.
 
4. Childrenleam bestin active waysthrough interaction with the
 
environment and with people. Teacher planning timeis best spent preparing the
 
environmentfor active learning. Aschildren interact with each other,with
 
teachers,and with a variety ofmaterials,they apply all typesoflearning processes.
 
5.Children leam best when they aretaughtthrough an integrated
 
curriculum that allowsfor pattem-building and selection ofa wide varietyof
 
sensory data. Projects,learning centers,and real-life activities related to the
 
interests ofchildren promotelearning ofconcepts and skills through application
 
and meaningful practice.
 
6. Children cannot be given knowledge. They mustconstmct itfor
 
themselvesthrough continuous action in their environments. Knowledge is
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constructed as a pattern ofmental representations. It can only be constructed
 
through action on materials. Each child's construction ofknowledge is personal
 
and unique. Notwo children,therefore,cometo know something in exactly the
 
same ways. Playful activity is the natural method oflearningfor young children.
 
7.Learning is a very social process. Aschildren converse with others
 
about interesting projects and ideas,they expand their language and thinking.
 
Through conversation aboutthe happeningsin their hves,children are encouraged
 
to expand their abUitiesto communicate orally,as well asthrough reading and
 
writing.
 
8. Children leam the skills ofcommunication and expression whenthey are
 
given many opportunitiesto share their learning with othersthrough a variety of
 
forms. In agood language and hteracy program,children are encouraged to
 
expand all their communication skills.
 
9.Childrenleam math skills and processes whenthey are encouraged to
 
explore,discover,and solve real mathematics problemsthrough both spontaneous
 
and planned activities. The math program in an elementary schoolshould be
 
designed to interest children in thinking and organizing experiencesin
 
mathematical ways,rather thanto teach rote computation.
 
10 Children leam best when the classroom environmentis organized but
 
flexible,and when developmentally appropriatetaSks are encouraged.
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Disorganization,inappropriate expeetations,and emphasison paper-pencil
 
activities can quickly lead to stress and related problemsin young children.
 
t,fim,
 
puiposefiil,allows choice,and makesconnections withthe world in which students
 
live.
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Chapter Two
 
Diversity and Inclusiveness: HallmarksofMultiage
 
Mostschools have an entrance date and whena child passes"the wax test-

havingthe right number ofcandleson his or her cake- he/she can cometo school
 
and begin to learn.
 
Some children arrive at school\wth their toes well overthe starting line;
 
others are way behind it. Children start on an uneven front,at different
 
developmental levels. Being in kindergarten for 180days orin first gradefor
 
another 180days does not change that. The unevenfront,the differences in
 
children,and the diversityin maturity,needs,and abilities do not disappear.
 
A graded system impliesthat these differences will even out,perhaps not at
 
first grade,but certainly byfourth grade. Butdifferencesin biological maturation
 
rates, personalities,learning styles - everything that makeseach person an
 
individual - do not go away,not ever.
 
Why don't children grow at the same rate? Takea minuteto think about
 
the roots ofthis diversity,besidesjustthe genes weinherit. Problems at birth
 
affect development,for example,low birth weight orthe prenatal effects ofdrugs
 
and alcohol. Health problemsin the preschool years such as ear infections,
 
allergies,or serious illnesses that have kepta preschooler in bed for a substantial
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period oftime will have an effect. Stressful changesina young child'sfamily such
 
as death,separation,moving,orthe birth ofa sibling can destabilize a child for a
 
period oftime.
 
In atraditional single-grade classroom,the more diversity that exists,the
 
more difficult and frustrating the teaching. A uniform curriculum needsa uniform
 
group ofchildren.
 
Multiage education starts with the idea that each child is different. It
 
assumes universal diversity. Tointeract with all these different children,it
 
provides a variety ofwaysto leam. In a multiage classroom there are a wide range
 
ofbooks,writing and drawing materials,math manipulatives,and other hands-on
 
materials. There are activity centers,work stations,and field trips. Childrenleam
 
from teachers;theyleam from other children;and theyleam by doing thingsby
 
themselves,with partners,or asa group. Thereisa dynamicinteraction of
 
different ages,different ability levels,and also different learning styles.
 
Studentsin a multiage classroom are grouped forinstmction in many ways,
 
some ofwhich are also used in graded classrooms. The difference is in the
 
flexibility ofthe grouping. Children are grouped for specific and temporary
 
purposes,and frequently regrouped by different criteria.
 
Some curricula,such as basic reading skills and arithmetic,are most
 
effectivelytaughtto cWldren ofsimilar experience and achievement.
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Homogeneousgrouping for this purpose is achievementgrouping. Math and
 
reading groupsin a multiage classroom include children atthe same developniental
 
level regardlessofage. Regrouping occursfrequentlyto accommodate students
 
who advance in spurts.
 
Children who are homogeneous according to one criterion typically vary
 
widely in other ways,so they maybe assigned to other homogeneousgroups
 
determined by different factors. For example,learning-style grouping brings
 
together students with acommon learning style;reinforcementgrouping brings
 
together children who need extra practice on a specific skill ortask;and interest
 
grouping brings together those who share acommon intere$t.
 
There is a distinction between subjects with an internal organizationthat
 
mustbe mastered in sequence,such as math,and subjects whose content has no
 
intrinsic order,such as science and social studies. In science,for example,certain
 
broad principles and processes mustbe understood,such asecology;certain
 
cognitive processes must be developed,such asinteipreting facts;and specific
 
study skills must belearned,such as how to use reference materials. In studying a
 
topic together,students starting at different levels can learn these principles,
 
develop these processes,and begin to masterthese skills or refinethem to a
 
greater degree. Learning to usethe scientific method is a processthat takes years.
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as comprehension gradually grows. The order in which topics are presented isnot
 
significant.
 
Subjects like these lend themselvesto heterogeneous group study in the
 
form ofcooperativeprojects. Taskscan be divided according to the sldll level of
 
the child. For example,ifbooksare being madeto display whatthe group has
 
learned aboutatopic,younger children can create the illustrations while older
 
children write the text and bind the book.
 
Working in thisformat yieldsathreefold benefit. Children learn aboutthe
 
topic,taking in as much asis comprehensible tothem at their current level of
 
understanding They practice sldlls at their current levelofability- writing,
 
drawing,organizing. Lastly,they practice social skills and learn to work
 
cooperatively. Theseteamwork skills will be vtduable in adult life whetherthe
 
child becomesa construction worker,an ofiBce assistant^ ora medical researcher.
 
Music,art,and language contain specific skillsthat mustbelearned,but
 
they also havea highly individual creative element. A single stimulus maybe used
 
for children ofwidely varying levels ofdevelopment. Forexample,children of
 
various ages and skill levels can draw picturesinspired by the same piece ofmusic,
 
each child equally challenged though they produce art work at widely different
 
levels ofsophistication. Or,the teacher can read a story or poem aloud,lead a
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group discussion on the experiences ofthe characters orthethemeofthe poem,
 
then direct children to expresstheir thoughtsand feelings by writing or drawing in
 
individualjournals.
 
Meeting all the needsofchildren requiresa variety ofapproaches: children
 
working alone asvdth math practice or quietreading;children working in partners,
 
same or different age;children working in smaU groups,different agestogetherfor
 
many projects,samelevelfor learning specific academic skills;and everybody
 
together asthey begin a new activity,share projects and havea daily story and
 
discussion. All this reflectsthelearning thattakes place outofschoolinfamilies,
 
extended families,and neighborhoods:learning by watching,learning by
 
together.
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Chapter Three
 
Making aLearning Community
 
Life in classrooms is an intense social experience. For six hoursa day,
 
week after week,month after month,oneteacher and anywhere fi*om twenty-two
 
to thirty-four students(sometimes more)live together in a space the size ofalarge
 
living room The olderthe students,thelarger the furniture,thetigher the space.
 
At best,it is elbow-to-elbow living. Sometimeslearning about reading,social
 
studies,and math is pushed to the side becausethecomplex problems ofliving
 
together cannot be worked out.
 
Commmunity in itselfis moreimportantto learning than any method or
 
teaching technique. To bring a Class together,keep it together,and teach it how to
 
leam,requires morethan trusting students,calling on studentsto take the
 
initiative,or valuing what studentsthink. It requiresa changein perception to
 
recognizing the contribution social life can maketo learning and then being
 
masterful at building learning communities.
 
Although the concept ofcommunityin the classroomis not new,what is
 
new is insight into whyit is so important. Weknow now that the way human
 
beingsleam has nothingto do with silence in the classroom asa sign that
 
productive activity is taking place. It hasto do with the desireto make sense of
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our experience,tojoin with others,to become a part ofa community. It hasto do
 
with developing our expressive abilities and participating in everythingthat
 
interests us,with being able to benefit from theinsight and experience ofothers as
 
we work at making the world take on meaningfor ourselves,with living and
 
learning in a place outfitted with opportunitiesto leain,a place where wecan
 
fumble and make mistakes withoutbeing scorned orlaughed at. And it hasto do
 
with being responsible for ourownlearning.
 
Thisis what happensin alearning community. Life in alearning
 
community is helped along by the interest,ideas,and support ofothers. Social life
 
is not snuffed out;it is nurtured and used to advance learning in the best way
 
possible. Caring and the interest ofothers breathes purpose and life into learning.
 
Learning is social.
 
Onecould use the word"family"to describe life in alearning community,
 
since the same underlying structures that appear in a healthyfamily occurin the
 
classroom. Not many parents keep their children still and quiet all day long. They
 
encourage their children to be expressive,to collaborate,to take risks,and to learn
 
from failure by reflecting on what has happened. Ifalearning community is
 
important,it would be helpful to identify the underlying structures that teachers
 
and students use,often imconsciously,to make it all work. (Ithink ofalearning
 
community as something thatteachers and students actively construct together.)
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When studentsdo routines and chores,celebrate,converse with one another,and
 
work cooperatively,they are doing whatis an everyday partoftheir lives. The
 
living and learning that occursin a classroom isshaped bythe same culturalforms
 
humankind has developed over the ages.
 
Routinesand Jobs
 
The contributions routines andjobs maketo life and leaming in the
 
community cannot be overmphasized, When alarge number ofpeople share a
 
crowded place,productive life is possible only whenthe place is orderly. Routines
 
andjobs are a necessary part ofcommunity life
 
Notonly do proceduresthat will ensure the existenceofan orderly place
 
need to be worked out,butthe valuing oforder hasto be established. If
 
identifying what needsto be done,working out reasonable work procedures,and
 
deciding on who will do whatand when sounds simple,think again! Few students
 
cometo schoollookingforward to doing their partin carrying outjobsand
 
routines. The question ofwho is going to dothe necessary work,meaning work
 
that draws attention when it is left undone,hasto be answered. Life in multiage
 
learning communitiesis complex,and routines andjobs mustbe effectively
 
executed There is no choice. It is difficultfor studentsto be responsible for their
 
learning ifthe learning place is cluttered and disorganized.
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Jobs offer learning opportunitiesthat can provide occasionsfor problem
 
solving,collaboration,and working together. Theyenable studentsto take charge,
 
to organize who does what and makejudgments aboutthe effectiveness oftheir
 
work. Jobs help students contribute to the quality oflife in the learning community
 
as wellas negotiate meaning,take on responsibility,and contribute in significant
 
waysto advancing a cooperative wayoflife.
 
Students ofany age can makejobsthe responsibility ofthe community
 
government. Students decide what needsto be done,assign roles and
 
responsibilities,and seeto it the work is accomplished.In taking charge of
 
identifying whatjobs need to be done,planning and doingthem,and evaluating
 
results,students uselanguage in authentic situationsto accomplish important
 
work. Thatis, more is accomplished than getting thejobs done.
 
Celebrating
 
The social life ofthelearning community isincomplete ifit does not
 
include celebrating. Whether wecelebrate fortwo minutes,a day,ora week,we
 
seek tojoin with othersin lifting the spirit and fellowship ofthe group.
 
Schoolingthat is dominated by sober habits and efficiency fails to draw on
 
the benefits that can be gained from playfuland imaginative expression fostered by
 
celebration. When we celebrate in the learning community,werecognize that
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people havethe powerto incorporatethejoys and achievementsofother people
 
into their lives. Celebration not only dignifiesthe lives ofindividuals and the
 
group,ifcontributesto a senseofbelonging
 
Merrymaking and carefi-ee enjoyment characterize special day celebrations.
 
Routines,schedules,and work^a-day concerns are pushed to the side,community
 
taboos are relaxed,and togetherness ranksabove utilitaiian acts. The moodis
 
festive. It is atimeto sing,to dance,to share poetry,and to dressup in colorfiil
 
and unusual ways. Special day celebrations can be part ofdie festivities that occur
 
outside the classroom,such asHalloween,orthey can be rooted within the life of
 
the learning community,such asBackward Day.
 
Whatisto be gained by playing,merrymaking,dressing up,t^dngthe role
 
ofanother,and generally engaging infoolishness? First ofall there isjoyful
 
affirmation oflife. Next,people can experience one another in fi-esh and
 
imaginative waysnOt anticipated. Surely a dayfilled wthjoy and surprise and
 
enriched fellowship are reasonsenough!
 
Some celebrations do not require advance planning and preparation but are
 
spur-of-the-moment. They happen spontaneously when events such asthe first
 
warm day ofspring occur. Everyone gets spring fever,and the celebratory
 
response isto take the group skipping and running,and leaping and falling,to the
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park or playground. The experience can bring the group together,strengthening
 
bonds.
 
Achievement celebrations,when students grow in their competence,are
 
centralto thelearning community. They acknowledge that a classmate,group,or
 
the entire community has accomplished something noteworthy. Celebrations
 
whose purpose isto recognize success cannot betruly appreciated by outsiders.
 
Only membersofacommunity who live closely together can weigh the significance
 
ofsuch an event. Feelingsofhappiness,respect,and sometimeseven aweflow
 
through the group. Whatwe celebrate in others we can find in ourselves. Such
 
recognition makesachievement possible in all ofus;we relive the celebrated events
 
in the daysahead Saying "Hurray,you did it" bolsters both the individual and the
 
group;everyone movesa bit closer together whenone person succeeds.
 
Children want people to notice thatthey are growing and getting older.
 
Celebrations ofgrowth recognize events as diverse aslosing the firsttooth or
 
becoming an older brother or sister. Each is a sign ofgrowth. In celebrating one
 
student's growth,the physical developmentthat everyone experiences is
 
celebrated. Community life is strengthened by celebrating these wondersoflife.
 
The social relationships and history ofthe group are enriched through
 
celebration -thereby strengthening the social life ofthe learning community-when
 
into
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their lives. Celebration is perhapsour finest wayofcaring for others. Thereisa
 
selflessness that is expressed through celebration. The other person isthefocusof
 
our attention,and we are one with them as we celebrate.
 
Talking
 
In everyday life,talk is the primary medium for learning,and for that
 
reason,talk is an essential part ofthe learning community life. There is caring talk
 
which is friendly in tone and signals acceptance and a willingnessto belong.
 
Through caring talk,community membersshow concern and greet and
 
acknowledge one another. Talk ofthis sort is valued because it helps maintain a
 
shared reality and nurturesafeeling ofbelon^ng.
 
Conversation is central to commimity making. To give yourselfin
 
conversation to another person isto acceptthem ontheir owntermsand to listen
 
with the heart as well asthe ear. Caring for one anollier isthe rule ofcommunity
 
life. It is a value that isfundamental. Through conversation welearn whothe
 
other person is and how we might respond to him or her.
 
Discussion has agood dealin common with conversation,but it differs in
 
significant ways. In discussion,students alwaysfocustheir attention onsome
 
"thing" in orderto know and understand. Judgments are made,ideas are reflected
 
upon,points are debated,propositions are proven,and conclusions are sought.
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The school day is filled with discussions. Discussion is an important way
 
through which knowledge is uncovered and understanding gained about all
 
subjects ofstudy Discussion might be held between asfew astwo people or
 
include the entire clalss. In classrooms wherethe activity is controlled by
 
commerical materials and the teacher giving directions,discussions are infi-equent.
 
Thatis because there is nothing to discuss whenthe"right" response isknownin
 
advance. But,in learning communities where students are empowered to think for
 
themselves and have a voicein their learning,discussion oftopicsofstudy abound.
 
Helpfulness and Cooperation
 
Children need to learn social skills that make it easy and satisfying to work
 
with other people. Skills such astaking turns,listening to each other,contributing
 
ideas,and encouraging others need to be discussed,practiced,and continually
 
valued and reinforced
 
Few people perfectthese social,cooperative skills withoutsome help.
 
With the changing patternsoffamily and community life, school,whether welike it
 
or not,is oneofthefew places where children really engage with other peoplefor
 
more than afew minutes at atime. These skills are well worth the time and energy
 
it takesto teach them. Research showsoneofthe main reasons people lose their
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jobsis notalack oftechnical skills butthe inability to get along with their
 
co-workers.
 
The multiage classroomseeksto build and sustain a conamunity oflearners
 
by ensuring that membersofthe community are centered -that they have
 
confidence in themselves and others and thatthey feel at home. Individuals are
 
encouraged tofeel at easein expressing whatthey think and how theyfeel,in
 
taking risks,and in seeking out critique oftheir work in their effortto grow.
 
Students express self-esteem,cantakethe initiative in learning,are ableto trust
 
themselvesand others,and perhaps mostimportant,experience their existence as
 
being ofvalue to others. Astheindividualis strengthened and growsin confidence
 
and expression,they increase their caring contributionsto the group. Afiiendly,
 
supportive place where all community memberscan reach out mid connectto one
 
another is ofutmostimportance.
 
Students are encouragedto participate in group life byjoining with others
 
in conversation and play,ceremony and celebration,routines and chores, where
 
caring is nurtured and students are helped to see thatin caring forthe welfare of
 
others their own being experiences care.
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ChapterFour
 
Accountingfor Learning; Assessment,Evaluation and
 
Reporting
 
It is vitalto know how wellachild is doing in school. Teachersneed to
 
know asa basisfor evaluating and adapting their teaching and providing children
 
withfeedback on their academic and social development. Administrators wantto
 
know to prove thatthe schools are doing "theirjob". And parents wantto know
 
bothto help their child and to validate thejob they are doing as parents.
 
Asdevelopmentalinstructional practice evolved,it became apparentthat
 
traditionalformsofassessment did not reflect the growth ofindividual children.
 
Traditional assessment methods iM"eviously used assumed that all children
 
developed atthe same rate and did nottake into account children's thinking,
 
decision making,and problem-solving skills. New assessmenttools needed to be
 
considered that would more accurately reflect a child's progress based onthe
 
assumptions ofthe multiage classroom.
 
Thefundamental goal ofteaching and learning in schools should be that
 
every learner is guaranteed optimal instruction and opportunityto reach his or her
 
educational potential. Assessment and evaluation practices are legitimate onlyto
 
the extentthat they serve this goal.
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Theterms assessment and evaluation as related to systemsfor educational
 
accountability are frequently depicted as one and the same. Thiscan create
 
confusions and misunderstandings among teachers aboutthe whole processand
 
exact purposesofconstructive evaluation.In multiage classrooms,assessmentis
 
defined asthe processofobserving and accumulating objective evidence ofan
 
individual child's progressin learning. Evaluation is defined asthe processof
 
makingjudgmentsaboutthe effectiveness ofteachingfor learning on the basis of
 
credible,objective assessment.
 
Within the evaluation processthere arefour clearly defined phases,each
 
phase distinct from the others,yetinterdependent one with the others;the quality
 
ofone will affect the quality ofthe others.
 
1. Setlearning goals. Specify learning goalsbased onknowledgeofthe
 
children.
 
2.Plan program. Plan specific learning experiencesthat will enable
 
learnersto progresstoward the specific goals.
 
3. Assess. Observe and collect information in a variety ofwaysand in a
 
variety ofcontexts that will show a learner's progresstoward thelearning goals.
 
4.Evaluate. Makejudgments aboutthe effectivenessofteaching for
 
learning on the basisofthis assessmentinformation. Thisin turn guides and
 
shapestheformation ofnew instructional goals.
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Assessment
 
Assessment is the process ofobserving and accumulating objective
 
evidence ofan individual child's progress in learning.
 
The purposes ofassessment are(a)to know the child,(b)to identify a
 
child's strengths,(c)to observe a child's interactions with others,(d)to observe
 
personal preferences and choices in self-selected activity,(e)to observe and record
 
the behavior oflearning,and the learned behavior,(f)to providefeedback and
 
supportfor the learner,(g)to identify need for early intervention for children
 
experiencing consistent difficulty,and(h)to provide a professional,objective,
 
honest profile ofa child's progress in learning.
 
Thefollowing are the beliefs about this kind ofassessment:
 
1. Ultimate respect forthe uniqueness and wholeness ofeach child mustbe
 
at the center ofall assessment procedures.
 
2.It is ongoing,objective,integrated,reflective,descriptive,and honest.
 
3.Process and product are valued.
 
4.It is a collaborative,interactive process,encouraging the child to
 
develop the habit ofcritical reflection and self-evaluation.
 
5.Information is gathered and recorded in a variety ofcontexts.
 
6.Perceptive analysis oflearning behaviorsformsthe basis for instructional
 
decisions.
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7. Theteacher isthe observer,collaborator,and instructional decision
 
makerin the classroom.
 
Evaluation
 
Evaluation memis makingjudgementsaboutthe effectiveness ofteaching
 
for learning onthe basis ofcredible objective assessment.
 
The purposes ofevaluation are(a)to guarantee optimal educational
 
instruction for all children,(b)toimprove environmental contextsfor learning and
 
teaching,(c)to improvethe selection and utilization ofresources and materials,
 
(d)to determine appropriate teaching approachesand strategies,(e)to set goals
 
for teacher support and professional development,(f)to shape school decision
 
making about school policy,management,organization,curriculum,and
 
community inclusion,and(g)tojudgethe effectiveness Ofassessment procedures
 
in obtaining the most instructionally usefulinformation aboutleaming and
 
teaching.
 
Thefollowing are the beliefe about this kind ofevaluation;
 
1. Evaluation must befounded on value and worth.
 
2. The keyfocusis on improving teaching and leaming.
 
3.It is an ongoing,integral, pervasive,and persuasive componentof
 
educational practice.
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4.It must be cognizant ofindividual and group preferred learning styles,
 
cultural differences,expectations,attitudes,values,and knowledge.
 
5.It is a collaborative,interactive, descriptive processinvolving the learner,
 
peers,parents,administrators,and teacher.
 
Childrenfollow different pathsto mastery,they move at different rates,and
 
will arrive at different times. The goalis thatthey do arrive. Sensitive and
 
systematic observations ensurethat progress is constantly noted,and children are
 
supported and encouraged along the way. The processis muchthesame asthe
 
excitement ofwatching yourown children take their first steps or say their first
 
words. Asyou watch theirlearning unfold,you do not makejudgmentsabout
 
specific skills or right waysofgetting started with walking or talking. You simply
 
note what progressbaby is making and encourage every small move ahead. That
 
enjoymentin every sign ofprogress encourages your child to move ahead. A cycle
 
ofmutualenhancement-babytrying something new,parent encouraging,baby
 
moving further ahead - helpsthe chUd to develop successfully. The same cycle is a
 
vital part ofmultiage classrooms. Asyou note,enjoy,and acknowledgethe
 
children's movestoward mastery,they are encouraged to build on every small
 
success and theyfeel safe to try new skills and tasks. Assessing progress becomes
 
a positive wayoffostering learning. Authentic assessment means evaluating that
 
goeson continually. It reflects actuallearning experiencesthat can be documented
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through such meansas observation,anecdotal records,collections ofstudents'
 
work,and checklists and inventories.
 
Observation and Narrative DescriptionsofStudentProgress
 
A variety ofOrganizations and educatorsrecommend assessing student
 
progress by observation and regular recording ofnarrative comments,also Called
 
anecdotal records or reports. Recordscan also be made using other media,such
 
as audiotape or videotape. It is recommended thatteachers record specific,
 
descriptive commentsas opposed to generalorjudgmental statements. For
 
example,the comments"Jimmyis now reading with fewer pausesfor word
 
recognition than several monthsback"and"he is learning to write the more
 
difficult lettersin less time" are more accurate and useful than"Jimmy is doing weU
 
in reading" and "his handwriting is getting better".
 
Like any new good habit,kid watching and documenting may beawkward
 
andslow at first. But it beconies easier. When it becomes habitual,it will be a
 
valuable tool in ateacher's repetoire. It can help ateacher knowa child far better
 
than any test and can help focus instruction more effectively. It can help assess
 
how a child interacts withacomplex environment and provide datafor evaluation
 
that is not biased bythe stress a child experiences when being tested. Anecdotal
 
observations are valualjie not only in communicating with parents but also with the
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child. Careful observationsare a sign toa child that someone cares and is paying
 
attention to him or her.
 
CollectionsofStudents'Work
 
Collecting samples ofchildren's work over time provides vivid and
 
concrete evidence ofprogress. In addition to samplesofthe child's best work­
some selected bytheteacher,some bythe child -these collections(often called
 
portfolios)mightinclude children's personalbackground information,standardized
 
test scores,notes on theirlevel ofachievementin vmiouscurriculum areias,sample
 
drawings,paintings,and math papers, There may be audiotapesofthe child's
 
progress in reading aloud as well assnap^ots and even videotapes ofprojects and
 
performances.
 
These"products"ofthe child's learmng are selected forthe portfolio not
 
only asexamplesofthe bestthe child can do but also to documentthe process
 
Teacher,child,and family can all see how the child hasgrown and developed. The
 
portfolio will also include notesbased on the teacher's observations. These too
 
will be recording the process not only ofwriting,reading,and figuring,but also of
 
learning such physical,social,and emotional skills as developing small muscle
 
coordination,making fiiepds,and handling conflict.
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Another valuable element in a porfolio is the child's own evaluation ofwhat
 
he or she is learning. This is oftenin a simplewttenform,sometimesdone alone,
 
sometimes as a part ofateacher/child cdhference. Developing waysthat allow
 
children to assess theirown progress helps to empowerthem;
 
Agood portfolio like this givesthe teacher materialto evaluate the
 
progress a child is makiiigi Ifyou arelooking at skills,you canjudge which the
 
child has mastered,which arejust emerging,which need reinforcement,which
 
might beintroduced next. Butbeyond skills,agood portfolio will give signs of
 
understanding,ofconnectionsthe child has madeor might need to make It can
 
give insights into the child's learning style.
 
Checklists and Inventories
 
Charts,checklists,running records,and inventories help teachersfeel
 
comfortablethatthey are teaching whatthey should and covering all the bases.
 
One ofthe best waysto begjn isto collect and look at several different ones and
 
then make yourown.The processofcreating yourown checklists or inventories
 
will help you become conversant with developmental patterns and provide agood
 
background for your observations. Anotherreason to become%niliar with
 
developmental continuums is that families wantto know where their child stands in
 
relation to other children ofthe same age both in the schooland generally.
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Gharts,checkUists,and inventoriesdescribe behavior^ syiis,and concepts
 
chUdren lisually master within certainderanges,ratherthan listing specific
 
achievements expected ofaU children by specific ages. Parentscan See how their
 
child's progresscomparestothese general normative ranges,while being
 
encouraged to acceptthat some variation fi-om area to area is normal. This also
 
avoids better-or-worse comparisonswththe child'sclassmates.
 
Reporting
 
Typesofreports in fonii and frequencybetweenjurisdictions.
 
Regardlessoftheformatthere are somethingsthatcaiimprovethe quality of
 
reports. Inmultiage classrooms,r^ortsshoulddescribe what children are ableto
 
do,indicate learning and developmental needs,and suggest waysto supportor
 
Challenge each learner To makereporting moreleamer'-centered,teachers
 
combine collecting evidence oflearning,informal reporting,and student reflection
 
toform afoundation fora conference the child,parents,and teacher where all
 
needs,and future learning plans.
 
Repoitis are more effective when thcj^(a)have acollation pfevidence(notes,
 
is said r
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(d)putthe report caffd in perspectiveby also providing samplesofchildren's
 
child is actually leading oran active participant in a conference.
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Chapter Five
 
Morming,Inviting,and Including Others
 
Families* support ofschoolsandteachers was Once something that could be
 
takenfor granted,but no more! Eventhough it cannot be counted upon,a close
 
link between homeand school is moreimportantthan ever before. A multiage
 
program provides both a challenge and an unusual opportunity in this regard.
 
The challenge is that students'families must understand the multiage
 
program. Multiage classes exist within a larger context-acommunity oflearners
 
and colleagues,parents,and residents Byinviting,including,and informing
 
others,their understanding and support is gained. Thisgivesthe comfort and
 
security needed to take risksfor learning. When othersin the community
 
understand and appreciate multiage classes and the experiences such classes
 
providefor students,the learning can proceed.
 
Change creates anxiety. Because multiage classes maybe different from
 
familiar graded organizations,everybody needsto be reassured that students are
 
learning the basics and that grouping studentsin a multiage classroom is positive
 
for students and their learning. Thegoalin inviting,informing,and including
 
others,then,isto help them understand thatthe intentofmultiage classes isto
 
maximize advanti^esfor children.
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In a multiage program wherea teacher hasa child for morethan one year,
 
there is moretimein which to build a relationship with the parents orfemily.
 
Thosefamilies who are slowto becomeinvolved during the first year may often
 
become activelyinvolved in the second orthird yem. Thosesecond-and
 
third-year families are invaluable to ateacherin reaching outto new families and
 
helping them understand the pro^am. When parents orfamiliesimderstand the
 
program and are happy with it,they develop asense ofpride and ownership that
 
givesthe teacher and the schoolthe kindofsupportthey need.Communication
 
with family can be achieved through meetings,newsiletters,conferences,mailings,
 
inservices,social events,and phone calls.
 
Successful multiage programs bring parentsin as partnersfromthe
 
beginning. Parentsare not only informed aboutschool practice,butthey havea
 
role in this program. Multiage programs provide a unique and golden opportunity,
 
perhaps even a mandate,for parental Closenessto a child's education.
 
Homework
 
Homework has a moreimportant role to play thanjust practice and drill. It
 
isa vital connection between school and home. Multiage teachers need to look at
 
whataspect ofaschool activity can beextended into something children could do
 
at home withafamilymember Forexample^ifthe cMdren havebaked muffinsin
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school,the teacher mightsend the recipe home and suggesttheydo it again with
 
someone at home. Withthis goesa notethat explains whatchildren are learning
 
about reading a recipe,working with measurements,and combining ingredients.
 
Bookbags and writing briefcases are aform ofhomework thatgo on
 
through the year. In each bag there are one ortwo books and children's magazines
 
for someonein thefamilyto read with the child. Someform ofresponselog can
 
beincluded and also simple instructions asto whatto do and whenthe book bag is
 
due back at school. The writing briefcase includes writing and drawing materials
 
and instructions about story projects or letters a parent and child can do together.
 
Math puzzle bags also work.
 
Before be^nning this kind ofhomework,it isimportantto brieffamilies
 
and let them know whatis expected ofthem,whatthey should expect oftheir
 
children,and whythis kind ofhomework is important. Ifhomework is something
 
a child can share with the family,there can bea sense ofaccomplishmentforthe
 
child and a better understanding amongfamily membersofhow and whatthe child
 
is learning in school.
 
Parents in the Classroom
 
Multiage programscan build parent support by providing an open door
 
policy and by lettingthem know they can makea positive difference. Parents are
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asked to makeacommitmentto help in many ways- preparing materials,sharing
 
their expertise with small groups,listening to reading,editing writing,checking off
 
work,and assisting with projects. The advantages ofthis kind ofparent
 
involvementinclude thefollowing:(a)the student-teacher ratio islowered,(b)
 
teachers have help in individualizing activities to meetstudent needs,(c)positive
 
parent attitudes are developed toward education,(d)parents are ableto see the
 
different ways children learn,(e)Opportunities are provided for children to learn
 
from other adults,(Q diversity is added to tiheclass as parents share their
 
experiences and talents,(g)parents observeteachers modeling positive discipline
 
techniques,(h)an informal,relaxed relationship is built between homeand school,
 
(i)parents see their children in a school environment and are better able to
 
understand their child's abilities, and(j)teachers are given insight into a child's
 
home life.
 
In order to familiarize parent volunteers with class routines,workshops
 
should be offered that help parentslearn how to ask Wgherlevelquestions,work
 
with math materials,and help children edit their writing. Those parents already
 
involved in the program assist new parents atthe workshop.
 
Paraits are the child's first and mostimportant teacher. Multiage
 
classrooms acknowledge this and invite parentsto be active partners in the
 
education oftheir child. They complementthe teacher's role by working with their
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child at home and bytaking partin the life oftheclassroom and the schoolin a
 
variety ofways.
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Chapter Six
 
Responding to Questions
 
Questions are important. The questionsteachers and parents ask inform us
 
abouttheir concerns. Concerns should betaken seriously and should be addressed
 
in a realistic fashion within the constraints ofaschool setting,as well as within the
 
framework ofa multiage learning experience. Listening to understand and then
 
working togetherto address concernslead to better learning for students and a
 
stronger communityfor all.
 
Becausethe same questions about multiage classes arise again and again,
 
this chapter will give answersto someofthe mostfrequently asked. It is hoped
 
that these will help others respond to questions and engage in dialogue with
 
parents,colleagues,and community members.
 
Q:How doesincreasing classroom diversity lead to enhanced learning
 
opportunities?
 
Teachers who struggle to meet all the needs oftheir children in
 
conventional classroomscannot comprehend how they could possibly do morein a
 
classroom that is even more diverse. The notion ofincreasing the diversity in their
 
classroomsseems absolutely irresponsible to them; The message ofa multiage
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classroom isthat it is accomplished byteacherstaking a different kind of
 
responsibilityfortheir children's teaming. Theyturn morelearning responsibility
 
overto their children and they insure thatthe opportunities and models are
 
present. Whatthey guaranteein this exchange is that they,the teachers, will have
 
interesting things to pursue in the classroom and the children will havesome
 
choice in what isto beleamed. The children also have lotsofdifferent modelsfor
 
going abouttheir learning because ofthe mix ofchildren in the classroom.
 
Teachers have gven children thingsto learn that are valued inthe children's eyes
 
and have done so in a mannerthat ensures a reasonable amountofsuccess. In
 
short,they have built a classroom environmentthat creates intrinsic motivation.
 
And they have made sure there are plenty ofopportunitiesforthe children toleam
 
from each otherin a predictable classroom setting. They carry checklists of
 
required skills and contentin their head mid record progress noteson Clipboards
 
kepton their desk or placed in strategic locationsthroughouttheir rooms. They
 
keep an eye on whattheir children know academically. One way or another,
 
whether it is Overa one-year period or athree-year period,the"haveto's" are
 
addressed. They are taught orleamed asa consequence ofchildren learning
 
interesting things. Theincreased time with oneteacher meanstime hasbecome
 
variable and learning is moreofa constant. Giraded settings seem to maketime
 
constant and learning variable.
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Q:Will a"multiage style^Wdfk in a single grade classro^
 
Ofcourse. All classrooms contain a wide diversity oflearners and learning
 
needs. Diversity exists in every class,and everyteacher needsto consider it. The
 
challenge ofmultiage classes pushesthe thiiddng ofteachers and acts asa signal to
 
open up instruction. The challenge isto constantly recognize and planfor
 
diversity. Ifdifferences are considered strengths,then teaching to those
 
differences is not only valid but essential,no matter whatthe age range ofthe
 
students.
 
Q:How domultiage teachers handle curriculum requirementsfortwo or
 
three grade levels in one classroom?
 
Asteachers plan instruction for multiage classes,the issue ofwhat content
 
to teach naturally arises. Oneteacher reported that when shetaught a group of
 
fiveto seven-year olds,she simply concentrated the first year onthe content
 
required by the districtfor kindergarten;the second year,the content required for
 
first grade;and the third year,the content required for second grade. The
 
following year she started the cycle over again. All children,therefore,were
 
exposed to all required content,and there was no overlap. Anotherteacher
 
selected content required for all levels ofchildren within her class,combined and
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selected broad areas,and taught similar contenteach year,going into more depth
 
and breadth each succeeding year.
 
Using an integrated curriculum,and tryingto involve all different subject
 
areas and the contentfrom those areasinto one topic,seems actually tolessen the
 
effortthe teacher hasto maketo reach all the different content areas. Keep in
 
mind that content subjects are simply the modesor meansofteaching the
 
processes the students need. After all, all children inonegrade level do notcome
 
with the same experiences and are,therefore,not going toleave any content with
 
the sameinformation. This is similar with any collection ofchildren,regardless of
 
the grouping pattern.
 
Q:Are the oldest or brightest children bored or held back?
 
Many people assume this,and that onlythe younger students will benefit
 
from the multiage class arrangement. When attention isfocused on individual
 
talents and abilities, however,children tend notto be categorized by age but rather
 
by who can do what needsto be done right how. Five-year-olds have been
 
observed helping eight-year-olds organize equipment and eight-year-olds helping
 
ten-year-olds edit their writing drafts. Children in such learning situationscometo
 
appreciate the talents that exist within the group regardlessofage. And this gives
 
them opportunitiesfor leadership and for practicing their skills with a real
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audience Teaching something to another personforcesthe teacherto bring to the
 
consciouslevel all that she or he knowsabout something,and to become
 
thoughtful about what she or he does not know or clearly understand aboutthe
 
topic. Good and challenging teaching is the secret to keeping all children
 
meaning&lly engaged,regardless ofgroup or placement within the group. Good
 
teachersfind waysto challenge the brightest students,including letting them
 
explore theirown interests.
 
Q:Can anyoneteach multiage?
 
Probably not. Six preconditions are necessary:
 
1. Theteacher must believe children cantake responsibilityfortheir own
 
learning.
 
2. Theteacher mustknow how to provision a classroom for children who
 
wantto learn.
 
3. Resources mustbe available,though not as many asteachers sometimes
 
presuppose.
 
4. Tasksofclassroom management and organization should be second
 
nature to the teacher.
 
5. Theteacher must see him or herselfas alearner as well asateacher in
 
the classroom environment.
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6. Theteacher must have a desire to do it.
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Appendix A
 
Resources
 
Muitiage Organizations
 
National Alliance ofMuitiage Educators(N.A.M.E.)
 
Ten Sharon Road,Box577
 
Peterborough,NH03458
 
1-603-924-9256
 
N.A.M.E.is a networking organization for educators who wantto share ideas,
 
information,and experiences with others who have a similar interest in muitiage
 
and continuous progress practices. N.AM.E.is also a source ofinformation on
 
booksand audiovisual materials about muitiage. Membership is opento those
 
considering muitiage as well asthose alreadyteaching and supervising it.
 
International Registry ofNongraded Schools(IRONS)
 
RobertH.Anderson,Co-director(with Barbara N.Pavan)
 
POBox271669
 
Tampa,FL33688-1699
 
IRONS is housed atthe University ofSouth Florida. It has been established
 
to gather information aboutindividual schools or school districts that are either in
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the early stagesofdeveloping a nongraded program or well along in their efforts.
 
It's purpose isto facilitate intercommunication and research efforts. Thereis a
 
phase one membership and afull membership.
 
Teh Sharon Road,Box577
 
Peteiborough,NH03458
 
1-800-924-9621
 
language,authentic assessmerit,and related topics. S0Esponsors aii annual
 
IntematioiMjMultiage Conference each July.
 
■ Newsletter' :v': 
MAGnetNewsletter
 
805 W.Pennsylvania
 
Urbana,IL61801-4897
 
implemrated multiage practices
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MoreInformation About Multiage -Books,Pamphlets,and Articles
 
Often teachers askfor"two orthree booksto start with". Like all choices
 
this would leave out many othersthat are equally valuable butin difierent ways.
 
Forthis reason,afull bibliography With briefannotations has been prepared.
 
However,several highly recommended articles or books have been indicated with
 
an asterisk.
 
American Association ofSchool Administratoirs. TheNongraded Primarv: Making
 
SchoolsFit Children. Arlington,VA,1992. Agood quick over-view,
 
helpful in introducing the subject,28 pages.
 
*Anderson,Robert H.,and Pavan,Barbara Nelson.Hongradedness:Helping It to
 
Happen. Lancaster.PA TechnomicPress.1992. Carefully establishes
 
a strong theoretical basisfor successfiil nongradedness. Particular
 
attention given to identif^g practices that make nongradedness effective,
 
240pages.
 
♦Bridge, Connie A;Reitsma, Beverly S.; Winograd, Peter N. Primarv Thoughts: 
Implementing Kentuckv's Primarv Program Lexington.KY;Kentucky 
Department ofEducation, 1993. Excellent source for specific, helpful 
advice for teachers starting a multiage program, 254 pages 
Calkins, Trevor. "Off the Track: Children Thrive inUngraded Primary Schools". 
The School Administrator (May 1992). 
Chase, Penelle, and Doan, Joan. Full Circle: Re-envisioningMulti-ageEducation. 
Portsmouth,NH: Heinemann, 1994. The authors note the historical roots 
of the multiage movement and describe their personal endeavors in 
multiage education. 
Forester, AnneD. The Learners' Wav. WinnipegPeguis, 1989 A practical, 
pedagogical guide for classroom teachers. 
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G^yfer,Margaret,ed. The Multi-grade Classroom Mvth and Reality. Toronto:
 
CanadianEducation Association, 1991. Realistic look at problemsthat can
 
plague combined-grade classrooms,57 pages.
 
*(jaustad,Joan."Making the TransitionsFrom Graded to Nongraded Primary
 
Education". Oregon School Study Council Bulletin.35(8). 1992.These
 
two(see below)pamphlets'concise overviews are enhanced by examples
 
from specific schools,42 pages.
 
*_ _."Nongraded Education:Mixed-Age,Integrated and Developmentally
 
Appropriate Education forPrimary Children". Oregon School
 
Study Council Bulletin.35(7). 1992.38 pages.
 
Goodlad,John I.,and Anderson,RobertH The Nongraded Elementarv School.
 
New York:Teachers CollegePress, 1987. A new first section in this book
 
addsa current perspective onthe enduring importance ofnongradedness,
 
248 pages.
 
Grant,Jim,andJohnson,Bob.ACommon Sense Guideto Multiaae Practices.
 
Columbus,OH:TeachersPublishing Group,1994. Athorough study of
 
multiage practices,based on developmentally appropriate practices.
 
Gutierrez,Roberto,and Slavin,RobertE.AchievementEffects ofthe Nongraded
 
Elementary School:A Retrospective Review.Baltirtiore, NR):Centerfor
 
Research on Effective Schoolingfor Disadvantaged Students,1992.
 
Hunter,Madeline.How to Changeto aNongraded School. Alexandria,VA:
 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,1992.74pages.
 
*Kasten,Wendy,and Clarke,Barbara The Multi-age Classroom.Katonah,NY:
 
Richard Owen,1993.84 pages. Thebenefits andimplementation ofa
 
multiage model.
 
""Katz,	Lilian G.;Evangelou,Demetra;and Hartman,Jeanette. The Case for
 
MSxed-age Grouping in Earlv Education. Washington,DC:National
 
Association for the Education ofYoungChildren, 1990.A short but
 
careful examination ofthe benefits ofmixed-age grouping,60 pages.
 
Kentucky DepartmentofEducation.Kentucky'sPiimarv School:The Wonder
 
Years.Frankfort,KY.155 pages.
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 KentuckyEduQation Association and AppalachiaEducational Laboratoiy.
 
Ungraded PrimaryPrograms: Steps Toward Developmentallv
 
Appropriate Instruction. Frankfort.KY:KEA.1990. Summary case
 
studies of10ungraded primary programs with aresource section and
 
samples ofstrategies used,100 pages.
 
Maeda.Bev.The Multi-Age Classroom.Cypress,CA:Creative Teaching Press,
 
1994 An inside look at onemultiage community oflearners, 128 pages.
 
ManitobaDepartment ofEducation.Language ArtsHandbookforPrimary
 
Teachersin Multigrade Classrooms. Winnipeg.Manitoba. 1988.
 
Miller,	Bruce A.The Multigrade Classroom:A Resource Handbook for Small-

Rural Schools.Portland,OR:NorthwestRegional EducationalLaboratory,
 
1989. This extensive loose-leafbook oflFers a multitude ofexamples and
 
suggestions equally valuable to rural,suburban and urban multia:ge
 
teachers,262pages.
 
Training Guidefor the Multigrade Classroom:A Resourcefor Small.Rural
 
Schools.Portland.OR:NorthwestRegional EducationalLaboratorv. 1990.
 
Focuseis on preparing teachers.
 
Province ofBritish Columbia Ministry ofEducation.PrimaryProgram Foundation
 
Document. Victoria,British Columbia,1990. This and the accompanying
 
ResourceDocument provide extensive resources that would beofgreat
 
help in any multiage program,362 pages.
 
. ' .	PrimaryProgram Resource Document Victoria,British Columbia,1990.
 
392pages.
 
*Rathbone,Charles;Bingham,Anne;Dorta,Peggy,McClaskey,Molly;and
 
OKeefe,Justine MultiagePortraits:Teaching and Learning in Mixed-age
 
Classrooms.Peterborough.NH:Crystal SpringsBooks. 1993 A
 
penetrating glimpse ofhow effective multiage classrooms work and how
 
teachers see their roles in these classrooms,185 pages.
 
* SocietyforDevelopmentalEducation Multiage Classrooms:The Ungrading of
 
America'is SchoolsPeterborough.NH 1993. A compilation ofrecent
 
magazine articles,reports on research,and descriptionsof11 different
 
classrooms,including such things as evaluation checklists, 190 pages.
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Virginia EducatioflAssociation and Appalachia EducationalLaboratory. Teaching
 
Combined GrMe Classes:RealProblemsand Promising Practices.
 
Charleston,WY:AEL,1990.A realistic look atcombining grades,57
 
AudioA^ideo
 
Anderson,Robert,and Payan,Barbara TheNongraded School Bloomington.IN:
 
PhiDelta Kappa.An interview \vith the authorsofNongradedness:
 
Helping Itto Happen. Video.30 minutes.
 
George,Yvetta.and Keiter.Joel,tfevelopirtg Mtdtiag^^ inPrimary
 
Grades. Ft.Lauderdale,FL:Positive Coimections,1993. Video,22
 
minutes.
 
Grant,Jim. Accommodating Developmentallv DifFeren Children in the Multiage
 
Classroom.1993.Keynote address at theNABSPAnnualConventi
 
Audio-cassette available fifoin Chesapeake AudioA^deoCoinmuhiications,
 
Inc.(6330Howard Lane,ElkridgeMD 21227,product#180).
 
Grant,Jim. The Multiage ContinuousProgress Classroom.Peterborough,NH:
 
Crystal SpringsBooks,1993. Keynote address atthe 1993 National
 
MidtiageEducation Confeence,audipca^sette and video,52minutes;
 
Katz,Lilian. Multiage Groupings:AKev to Elementarv Reform Mexandria,VA:
 
Associationfor Supervision and Curriculum Development,1993.
 
Audiocassette.
 
Province ofBritish Columbia Ministry ofEducation.A TimeofWonder:Children
 
in thePrimarv Years. Victoria.British Columbia. Video.
 
Thompson^ Ellen. TheNuts andBolts ofMultiage Classrooms.Columbus.OH:
 
Teachers'Publishiing Group,1994. Video,25 minutes.
 
United	Learning.Mixed-Age Grouping atthe Olive- Marv Stitt School. NileSjlA,
 
Video.
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